
 

                

Set aside some time for quiet. Reflect and remember the blessings of this year. Celebrate them, write 

them down. Take deep breaths as you notice all the good that surrounds you every day. Fresh 

water, paved roads, good friends, delicious food. Love.   

We are going to make a list of 100 things we are grateful for. I do this every year at Thanksgiving 

and it is one of my favorite personal rituals. By number 57 you are giving thanks for things like the 

next season of Downton Abbey or the feel of cashmere on your skin.  
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I made a special play list of inspiring songs (most of which you probably never heard 

before) to “set the mood” for inspiration, delight and thanksgiving.  

 

How to Celebrate Thanksgiving with the 100 Things List  

 Set aside about an hour.  

 Print this out so you can write by hand. There is something about the hand’s 

connection to the heart that makes writing the old fashioned way – with a pen – 

a soulful experience.  

 Turn on your computer and click the link to go to YouTube so the music is 

playing as you ponder and celebrate your year.  

 Write. Anything you can think of. In no particular order. Pizza can go next to 

your grandmother’s smile. Paved roads can come before delicious bed sheets. 

Just write whatever comes and keep writing until you get to 100.  

                

Thanksgiving Music – Playlist on Youtube 

                

“Gratitude unlocks the fullness of life. It turns what we have into enough, and more. It turns denial 

into acceptance, chaos into order, confusion into clarity…It turns problems into gifts, failures into 

success, the unexpected into perfect timing, and mistakes into important events. Gratitude makes 

sense of our past, brings peace for today and creates a vision for tomorrow.” — Melody Beattie 

                

I am so happy and grateful for… 

1.                

2.               

3.               

4.               

5.               

6.               

7.               

8.               

9.               

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qhMTfIRrB7o&list=PL8l-HVHPzIXqhItByPIi9ByPbANF_mWbh
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10.               

11.               

12.               

13.               

14.               

15.               

16.               

17.               

18.               

19.               

20.               

21.               

22.               

23.               

24.               

25.               

26.               

27.               

28.               

29.               

30.               

                

 “In the end, though, maybe we must all give up trying to pay back the people in this 
world who sustain our lives. In the end, maybe it’s wiser to surrender before the 
miraculous scope of human generosity and to just keep saying thank you, forever and 
sincerely, for as long as we have voices.” ― Elizabeth Gilbert (Eat, Pray, Love) 

                

31.               

32.               

33.               

34.               

35.               
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36.               

37.               

38.               

39.               

40.               

41.               

42.               

43.               

44.               

45.               

                

 “Every time we remember to say “thank you”, we experience nothing less than heaven 
on earth.” ― Sarah Ban Breathnach 

                

46.               

47.               

48.               

49.               

50.               

51.               

52.               

53.               

54.               

55.               

56.               

57.               

58.               

59.               

60.               

61.               

62.               
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63.               

64.               

65.               

66.               

67.               

68.               

69.               

70.               

71.               

72.               

73.               

74.               

75.               

76.               

                

“You simply will not be the same person two months from now after consciously 
giving thanks each day for the abundance that exists in your life. And you will have 
set in motion an ancient spiritual law: the more you have and are grateful for, the 
more will be given you.” ― Sarah Ban Breathnach 

                
77.               

78.               

79.               

80.               

81.               

82.               

83.               

84.               

85.               

86.               

87.               

88.               

89.               

90.               
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91.               

92.               

93.               

94.               

95.               

96.               

97.               

98.               

99.               

100.               

                

“Be thankful for what you have; you’ll end up having more. If you concentrate on 

what you don’t have, you will never, ever have enough.” – Oprah Winfrey  

                

10 Things I am Grateful For In Advance 
 

For Super Bonus Extra Credit Points. Dare To Dream. Small Dreams & Big Dreams all begin with a wish and 

can be fueled with gratitude, action and grace. What would you like to experience next? Who would you like to 

be? What would you like to own? Where would you like to go? Begin the journey to those experiences by giving 

thanks.  

1.               

2.               

3.               

4.               

5.               

6.               

7.               

8.               

9.               

10.              

 

I am so happy and grateful for all these blessings! 


